
TESTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR STUDENTS TAKING ONLINE COURSES 

All Chapter Tests and Exams in this course must be taken using Tegrity which is located on Blackboard. 
  
The following policies and procedures must be strictly observed: 
 
NECESSARY EQUIPMENT:  
The student must use a computer with a webcam and microphone (built-in or external), and will need his/her student 
photo ID. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR TAKING TESTS: 
 
1. Log on to Blackboard and begin the Tegrity recording BEFORE opening the test in Connect.   
 
2. You must be alone in the location in which you are taking the exam. On beginning the recording, you must rotate the 
webcam and pan around the room to demonstrate that there is no one else in the location. After that, you will face the 
camera and hold up your student photo ID while stating your name and ID number to identify yourself.  
 
3. Next, go to Course Materials on Blackboard, open the appropriate test, and begin working. Remember that you must 
take the test without the use of a textbook or other books/notes, and without accessing any other websites. 
 
4. You will have 1 attempt at taking the test and must complete it in one sitting. Chapter Tests allow for a maximum of 
90 minutes. The Midterm Exam and the Final Exam allow for a maximum of 3 hours.  
 
5. When you have finished the test, click SUBMIT.  After submitting, click the black box on the Tegrity toolbar at the 
bottom of the screen to stop the recording. 
 
TESTING POLICIES: 
Students will receive a grade of zero for a test in the following instances: 
 

 The student does not record his/her testing session using Tegrity** 

 The student begins the test before starting the recording or stops the recording before submitting his/her work. 

 The student leaves the testing location during the testing session, or other people enter the testing location 

during the recording.  

 There is evidence of academic dishonesty on the recording, including but not limited to:  

-opening other documents OR accessing other websites during the testing session 

-evidence of use of notes, textbooks, or other reference materials 

-evidence that the student taking the exam is not the student enrolled in the course or whose photo ID does not  

  correspond to the login used  

 

 Any of the above conditions which involve academic dishonesty are also subject to being reported to Student Conduct. 

 

**If a student encounters technical difficulties using Tegrity, he/she may be allowed to take a paper exam in person on 

campus at the discretion of the instructor. 


